
Drones for Warehouses

Designing a Drone

Step 1: Choose a problem your drone will solve. (circle your answer)

Warehouse #1

This warehouse has lots of shelving that is very, very tall! When someone orders a product that

is stored up high, it take a long time for people to get a ladder and climb up to get it. 

 Climbing so high can also be very dangerous!  This warehouse is looking for a new drone that

can fly and pick up items from very high shelves.  That way, people don't have to climb up to get

them.

 

Warehouse #2

When one person orders several items from the same company, a worker is responsible for

walking around and picking up all of the items in the order.  Sometimes, a warehouse can be

MILES long!  Can you imagine walking miles of shelves to find a single item?  Warehouse #2 is

looking for a new drone that can fly out and find all of the items in a single order.  Then, the

drone will create a map for the worker that is picking up the items.  That way, the worker

doesn't waste time walking back and forth looking for an item.

 

Warehouse #3

When a warehouse is very busy, it can often run out of items very quickly.  Depending on the

size of the warehouse, it may or many not know that it has run out of product.  This is a problem

because when an order is placed, workers expect to be able to go and collect the items they

need to ship to a customer.  If they have run out of items, people can't get what they ordered! 

 Warehouse #3 is looking for a drone that will constantly scan all shelves and items.  The drone

will alert the warehouse owners when a product is almost gone so the owners can order more!
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Step 2: Choose at least one special feature for your drone to have. You can pick more than one, but

no more than 3.  (circle your choice)

Robot arm that can

pick up items

Video camera that can show a

person what the drone sees

A barcode scanner GPS and map-making

program 

Thermometer to sense the

temperature of the poduct

A remote control that has

video screen
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Step 3: Draw Your Drone.  Make sure to label all important parts and special features!

Step 4: Build Your Drone!


